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well, thats not the case in his fights with godzilla. while hes a massive threat in the first movie, kong and the other apes also live in the new york city of 1942. kong gets a horrific leg injury that forces him to be on crutches for the rest of his life, so the threat level is obviously raised. later in the same movie,
kong even uses a jade meteor to destroy one of the monsters cities, which is pretty dangerous. kongs greatest fight comes in godzilla vs. king kong. its a good match-up, but kong still comes out on top. a fog of war is covering the entire city, so the monsters have to fight at night. the fight is so fast that kong
can take care of godzilla with one punch. in fact, kong wins the fight after his only punch. hes a very powerful ape and his first punch kills godzilla. after he hits the tyrant, the giant lizard falls to the ground, and kong pushes him away, killing him with one final punch. in the following two movies, kong plays a

bigger role, but he doesnt actually fight godzilla. both godzilla vs. kong and godzilla vs. mothra feature giant monsters, but their nature is obscured by the fog of war. kongs role is just to help. a sly kong is seen in godzilla vs. king kong, where he and his buddies knock the king kong statue from the top of
empire state building. when stan walters first conceived of the story for godzilla (1956), he created a monster that was both a practical threat for japan to combat, and a powerful symbol of nuclear radiation and radioactive waste. the story revolves around a trio of scientists on an isolated island in the pacific,

where a nuclear research station has been in operation for the last 30 years. while theyve been working on a secret project to build an atomic bomb, theyve accidentally created a monster that wants to destroy the world, and the only way to stop it is by capturing the monster in an iron box with a nuclear bomb
inside of it.
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